
COMPARATIVES AND SUPERLATIVES II 

 

Complete the sentences with the comparative or superlative form of 

the adjectives in brackets. 

1.- El Sardinero is the _________ (good) beach in Spain. 

2.- My neighbour’s garden is ____________ mine. (big) 

3.- These are ____________ (expensive) shoes in the shop. 

4.- A car  is ____________ a skateboard. (noisy) 

5.- Salamanca University is ______________  Luton 

     University. (famous) 

6.- Helen’s exam results were ____________ Carmen´s.  

     (bad)    

7.- Cheetahs are ____________ leopards. (fast) 

8.- Watching football is ____________ watching golf. (interesting) 

9.- ___________ building in the world is the Burj Dubai. It’s over 800 m in  

    height. (tall) 

10.-  Potatoes are ___________ caviar. (cheap)  

11.- Cevahir Shopping Centre is _______ shopping centre in  

       Europe. It’s got more than 1,000 shops. (large) 

12.- Are snails ____________ animals in the world? (slow) 

13.- Venus is _________ planet in the solar system with a  

       temperature of  758ºC. (hot) 

14.- April is usually _________ August. (wet) 

15.- My new bed is _______________ the old one. (comfortable) 

16.- John got ____________  exam results in the class. (bad) 

17.- Julia is _____________ Henry. (confident) 

18.- What is ___________ sport in the world? Football.  

      (popular) 

19.- My brother is ______________ me. (moody) 

20.- Atila is  _____________ dog in the neighbourhood.  

      (clever) 

21.- What is ____________ film you have ever seen?  

       (exciting) 

22.- Nowadays we work ________(hard) and we have __________ (little)  

       free time.  

23.- He is ___________ person I’ve ever met. (impatient)  

24.- Today the traffic is ________ it was yesterday. (bad) 

25.- Madrid is ____________ city in Spain. (noisy) 

26.- ___________ I’ve ever flown is to Paris (far) 

27.- Santander is ___________ from Madrid ____ Toledo.  

      (far) 

28.- Children learn languages _________ adults. (fast) 

29.- It is __________ exam my students have ever done. (hard) 



ANSWER KEY 

 

1. The best 
2. Bigger than 
3. The most expensive 

4. Noisier than 
5. More famous than 

6. Worse than 

7. Faster than 
8. More interesting than 
9. The tallest 
10. Cheaper than 

11. The largest 

12. The slowest 

13. The hottest 

14. Wetter than 

15. More comfortable than 

16. The worst 

17. More confident than 

18. The most popular 

19. Moodier than 

20. The cleverest 

21. The most exciting 

22. Harder than 

23. The most impatient 

24. Worse than 

25. The noisiest 

26. The farthest 

27. Farther / than 

28. Faster than 

29. The hardest 


